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Ahstract 

The preservation of transverse emiHances is critical in linear 
colliders as perfomance requires small emiHances. a large 
emi!!ance ratio. and small energy spread. in spite of strong 
wakelields. The damaging effecL~ of these fields are related !O 

the misalignments of the quadrupoles. the accelerating cavities. 
and the position monitors. and they are present in hoth single 
hunch and muI!ihunch modes. In single hunch mode. emiHance 
dilution is reduced hy forcing a coherent motion of the hunch. 
correcting the trajectory. and preventing chromatic effects. The 
first remedy tends to achieve the same hetatron period across 
!he hunch either hy imposing a given energy spread or hy using 
RF quadrupoles. The other two arc hased on step hy step 
trajectory corrections, more glohal and sophisticated 
algorithms. non-dispersive humps. cavity displacements. and 
separate scaling with energy of the laHice-cell length and the 
quadrupole strength. In muI!ihunch m(x1e. heam hreakup can he 
controlled ei!her hy the usc of high-frequency kickers or 
!lmlUgh an a!!enuation of the fields generated in the trail of each 
hunch. As a rule. the la!!er is possihle hy damping and detuning 
the most dangerous dipole components. In hoth modes. 
corrections must not upset the energy-spread minimization. and 
depend on the choice of parameters, linac layout. and 
positioning tolerances. 

Intrndudinn 

When the heams collide head-on at the interaction point of a 
linear collider. the luminosity ohtained is directly proportional 
to !lle square of the hunch population Nh, to the repetition rate 
f~cp, to the enhancement factors Bx, By due to heam disruption. 
and to the numher of hunches kh' hut invCf1ely porportional !O 

!he pnxluct of the heam sizes (jx(jy = R(j y (if R is the heam 
aspect ratio (jx/(jy). i.e. 

(I) 

This equation immediately shows the interest of having a 
low transverse emiwmce in order to achieve small hearn sizes. 
The limit here comes from the damping rings presumahly used 
to generate hright heams and can he set hetween 10° and 

2 x 10-6 rad . m for !lle total nonnalized emi!!ance. The actual 

values considered range from 1.5 x JO-(i to - 2 x 10-5 rad . 10 

for !he different Linear Colliders (LC) discussed [11 (i.e. NLC 
at SLAC, 11.C at KEK. S-hand hased SOLC at DESY. the 
supcrconducting LC in the TESLA Collahoration, VLEPP in 
Protvino, and CLIC at CERN). 

Given the total emi!!ance, the aspect ratio can he selected, 
!hough not necessarily to optimize the luminosity hut to reduce 
all !he heam-heam hackgrounds. and to improve the resolution 
on !he centre-of-mass energy of the collision. These effects can 
he characterized hy the hearnstrahlung parameter Y (fractional 

critical photon energy). the fractional energy loss due to 
radiation 8n that is a function of !he enhancement factor "y for 

quantum effects and the detector occupancy n (numher of 2y 
events per hunch crossing). which all depend on the parameters 
entering Eq. (1). in particular on R 
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Consequently. high R-values lessen the key parameters of 
Eqs. (2), as required for the experiments. lberefore. all studics 
of linear colliders arc hased on flat hcams with aspect ratios 
hetween 6.) and 3(X), depending on the choice of !he othcr 
parameters. 

At constant (jy, incrcasing R induces a reduction of L 
hecause of (I), although L can he kept thc samc hy choosing 
different conditions and ineluding the pinch cffect. Possihle 
ways to nevertheless hoost the luminosity consist of acting on 
frcp ' Nh. and kh. However. increasing frcp has limitations 
hecause of the RF power it would require. and pushing Nh may 
hc restricted hy thc emi!!ance dilution effects (sec helow). 
Therefore, the possihility of functioning in a multihunch modc 
(kh > 1) is often considered. In this mode. the effective 
emi!!,mce which comhincs the single hunch emi!!ance with the 
phase-space walk of all the hunches must he well controlled to 
preserve !lle collider performance. 

IIence, preserving !lle single hunch emiUance as well as the 
effective emittance is critical, mainly in !he vertical plane since 
R is larger than I. And !his has to he done in the presence of 
many sources of imperfections. Considering quasi-static (or 
slowly drifting) imperfections, one can mention thc 
misalignments of the Iinac components. possihle tilts of these 
components. wakctields induced hy the interaction of !he ocllin 
wi!h the cavities. llild the energy-dispersion of the optics. In !his 
ca.~e, one assumes that drifts are slow enough for corrections to 
he applied. and a variety of correction means have hcen studied 
in hoth singlc-hunch and multihunch m(x1es. They are reviewcd 
in this paper and illustrated with simulation results. Tuming to 
higher-frequency varying imperfections (jitters). they can he 
associated with seismic vihrations, technically-induced 
oscillations (e.g. water cooling), and power supply ripples. For 
this, fast enough corrections are essentially impossihle so that 
one mainly relies on tight toler<Ulces. 

Single Hunch Mode 

'Ille presence of strong dipole wakctields implies large kicks 
originating from misalignlllents of the cavities ,Uld off-ccntred 
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trajectories. In a single hunch. short-range wakes generated hy 
the leading particles act dow stream. and distort the hunch. To 
counteract this effect. the well-known technillue consists of 
ohtaining a coherent motion hy imposing the same oscillation 
period (or focusing strength k2) to all particles of the hunch and 
the condition. called autophasing hy its author [21. can be 
written 

z 

2 2 ro f Ii * * k (Z,S)=ko +y pWT(z -z)dz 

where the point-charge wake -; ~ is integrated over the hunch 
of density p(z). All the linear collider proposals (except ll~SLA 
where the wakefields are particularly weak) strive to satisfy 
Ell. 0) or its linearized version (known as 13NS damping [3]), 

ok
2 

_ NhrO oWT (4) 
oz y oz 

Differences arise. however. hy the way the variation of k2 is 
achieved: a) using the external magnetic focusing, the change 
can he obtained via an imposed energy spread CDNS since 
k 2 

DC lip if P is the momentum. and h) the spread in k2 is 
created hy generating part of the transverse focusing directly 
from RF fields oscillating at the frelluency of the accelerating 
fields, in so-called microwave lluadrupoles [4]. In CUe, where 
CDNS would he large and in conflict with the minimization of 
the hunch energy spread relluired for the final focus system. tlle 
second solution is proposed. 

With the condition of smooth focusing and the elluivalence 
hetween k2 and l/p2. conditions 0) and (4) indicate that 
keeping a constant stahility margin along the linae implies 
scaling the P -function with ,fi. With a constrained phase 
adv;mce. this in tllfIl means that hoth the focal distance f and the 
separation Lc of the lattice quadrupoles he scaled with ,fi. 
However. studies of discrete focusing lattice show that p
function and chromaticity d~o.s (~ = phase adv;mce, C = energy 
deviation) are independent attrihutes with different sensitivities 
to a givcn phase ~. Taking this into account. the new practical 
fonn of the 13NS damping criterion Gm he written [5] 

( fl. ) e
2

N (W··) 
t-' h I bcam =: I (5) 

y ( C )hc:U1l 

and the ,fi -scaling of p is set aside. In order to halance better 
the effects of energy dispersion and strong wake fields. and to 
achieve approximately the phase-advance chromaticity 
demanded by (5). CLIC introduced a different scaling with 
energy that involves a variation of ~ along the linac. This is 
done hy independent and different scalings of Lc and 1", 
according to Ref. [6] 

Lc(s) =(Y(S»)aa 
Lo Yo ( )

I-a 
f~s) = yes) 4 . 

to Yo 
(6) 

With aa = 0.3 and Clq = 0.6. this gave a 33% gain on the 
vertical emittance blow-up with respect to standard ,fi 
scaling. Figure 1 gives the corresponding Twiss functions 
plotted against s. 
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Fig. t cLle Twiss functions with the scaling of E4- (0). 

Although autophasing and appropriate scaling are 
indispensihle in most linear eolliders, it is vital to maintain 
small he;un excursions in the elements of the linac. The position 
tolerances to prevent emittwlCe dilution arc therefore very tight. 
To keep them as rew;onahle as possihle. corrections must be 
implemented. and those associated with the 'static' case arc 
hrielly reviewed: 

I) The simplest trajectory correction rclies on the individual 
lluadrupoles. displaced transversely to centre the heam in the 
dowstream hewn position monitors (I3PM). In a one-to-one 
scheme. each 13PM is close to one lluadrupole that is moved to 
centre the heam in tlle next immediate DPM. In a one-to-few 
scheme [6], several DPMs are located hetweentwo qualirupoles 
and each lluadrupole is moved to minimize all deviations 
measured in these 13PMs. Iterating this (fast) correction centres 
the heam in the cavities, and hrings the quadrupoles, on the 
bewn path if the 13PMs are associated with cavities rather than 
lluadrupoles as in CLIe (strong wakes). This method reduces 
the orhit hy 2 or 3 orders of magnitude and gives alignment 
tolerances of - 5 ~m for an acceptahle growth of "fEy, i.e - 15% 
in the NLC, ;md a factor s 4 in CUe, for instance. 

2) Powerful methods of trajectory correction have been 
developed at SLAC [7] for compensating the dispersion whilst 
correcting the orhit and minimizing the wakelield dilutions 
caused hy the corrected trajectory. They arc based on 
minimizing the original orbit, and the differences between 3 or 
5 orhits that are created by changing lluadrupoles a small 
amount (lO% say, since an error analysis shows that the 
effectiveness of the technillue docs not increase very much for 
larger values [R]). These metllOds, known under the names of 
dipersion-free (DF) and Wake-free (WF) corrections, arc 
relatively fast (solution of linear systems involving several 
correctors. plus iterations). and correct the misalignments at 
hetatron frelluency. With 13PMs having a resolution hetter than 
I ~m, these methods helped to relax the alignment tolerances to 
70 ~m in the NLC, and a more modest 10 ~m in CLIC 
(wakefields 20 times stronger). A recent idea [<J]that applies to 
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linacs with strong wakefields consists of trying to compensate 
in addition an orhit difference created hy varying hoth the 
hunch population N" and the hunch length Gz (the difTerence 
hctween wakes and no wakes). First simulations in the NLC 
with only cavity misalignments indicate a promising reduction 
of the emittance dilution with this method. 

3) Provided that the dilutions due to energy spread and 
chromaticity do not induce significant filamentation, non-local 
corrections of the emittance at diagnostic stations arc 
applicahle, a~suming the Iinac is hroken into 3 to 6 sectors (to 
implement the energy scaling [10], for instance). One 
possihility consists of moving a limited numhcr of cavities (e.g. 
19 pairs in the SLC simulations). Another way relics on non
dispersive (ND) humps [7] (over several oscillations in order to 
limit their amplitude) with excursions in the structures (Fig. 2) 

that arc optimized hy trial and error in order to restrain the 
emittance growth at the monitors. In the SBLC, Nf) humps 
reduced the hlow-up from a factor of 2 to 16% for cavity 
misalignments of 100 and 60 ~m, respectively [II]. In the NLC 
with 70 ~m misalignments, the hlow-up went down from a 
factor of - 10 to lOo/c, while in 1T:SLA (low wakes) the relative 
emittance growth [12] was reduced hy a factor of 5 to 6 (Fig. 3). 
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Fig. 2 ND "ump (solid line) with a "etatron oscillation (do\ted) in the 
NLC. 
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Fig. 3 TESLA emittance growth wIn and with (do\ted) ND humps. 

With !lat heams, hctatron coupling plays an important role 
in the vertical hemn-size growth hy exchange of transverse 
'energy' (sljuare of ule amplitudes). When the lattice is identical 
in the two planes (~x = ~ y), the effect is enhanced hy 
resonance. Therefore, different phase advance should he 
selected in each plane using two families of ljuadrupoles with 
different focal distances. This was tried in CLIC [10] with 
(~x - ~y) = 10'l, which then allows an r.m.s. tilt of 1 ~rad for 
the ljuadrupoles, whilst keeping the emittance target values (1.8 
x 1O~(i x 2 10-7 rad . m). The p-heating in each Iinac sector 
(I~ig. 4) shows coupling. To reduce it and relax the tolerance, 
one can envisage coupling correction stations using ljuadrupole 
rotations and emillance diagnostics, freljuent enough to restrict 
the f1Iamentation caused hy hetatron mismatch. 
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Fig. 4 Betatron "eating due to residual coupling in CUe. 

Tuming to jitters, i.e. rapid variation in strengths and 
positions of ule active elements, the total emillance is the result 
of single-hunch dilution iUld displacement in the pha~e space of 
the centre-of-gravity of the hunch as its coordinates Change 
from pulse to pulse. This 'walk' of the hunch ellipse induces a 
situation where e+e~ hunches do not collide exactly head-on 
anymore, which reuuces correspondingly the luminosity. The 
total effective emillance averaged over many pulses can he 
called 'large' emillance, whilst the term 'small' emillance is 
reserved for the single hunch [13]. Figure 5 illustrates the 
transition from ule 'small' to the 'large' emittance (30% higger) 
in CLIC [13] with random jillers in ljuadrupole positions of 50 
nm (r.m.s.). Limiting the emittance growth to 10%, the 
tolerances should he - 30 nm in CUe. This value agrees with 
the 24 nm specified for VLEPP, and the 
14 nm considered in the NLe. They arc all low enough \0 

suggest the stlllly of active damping of the vihrations (using for 
instance an accelerometer feeding hack a magnet correction 
coil). 
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Fig. 5 'Small '(left) and 'Large' (right) emittance with a 50 nl11 
quadrupole jitter in CUe. 

Multihunch Mode 

Multihunch mode is a possihle strategy aiming at a hetter 
luminosity-to-power ratio. Ilowever, accelerating a hunch train 
that extenJs over one filling time or more, may provoke 
instahilities anJ hunch-to-hunch energy variations. Both effects 
can eventually he responsihle for emittance growth anJ hearn 
hreakup. 

The longituJinal wakefielJs arc at the origin of inter-hunch 
he;un loaJing, anJ the actual RF pulse influences the energy 
spectrum. Consequent energy variations may inJuce hunch 
offsets via the Jispersion (and control of the energy is important 
for the physics experiment), To limit hunch-to-hunch energy 
spreads. compensation schemes arc needed [14]: 

I) The most promising scheme is matched filling, i.e, 
adjustment of the injection timing of the hunch train with 
respect to the RF pulse anJ the appropriate choice of hunch 
spacing. lIence. sufficient extra energy in the RF fill hetween 
hunches copes with the energy lost in accelerating the preceding 
hunches: 

2) Staggered timing involves Jelaying suhsets of klystrons so 
that some accelerating sections arc partially filled during the 
huild-up of the hearn-loading volL1ge to its steady-state value: 

3) Modulations of the RJ= input arc phase adjustments or small 
klystron variations when the hunch train passes through cavity 
sections that compensate the 'sag' one gets in the middle of the 
train with the matched filling method. 

The first scheme applies in principle to all designs. whilst 
the other two. ha-,ed on klystron delays and variations, arc not 
appropriate for a two-heaIn scheme (like CLlC), The last one 
seems to he hest for trains not longer than half of the filling 
time. In the NLC, the resulting fractional energy deviatio() for a 

!)O-hunch train is essentially confined hetween ± OJXll (Fig. 6) 
in a long-pUlse prefilling compensation scheme [14]. 
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Fig. Ii Energy deviations of hunches in the NLC with the pre-filling 
compensation ~chcnlc. 

The traIlS verse wakcfields (mainly long-range dipole mooes) 
arc directly responsihle for emittance growth caused hy 
cumulative heaIn hreakup and transverse hunch offsets in the 
linac, Transverse moJulation is carried from accelerating 
section to accelerating section, through the hearn, anJ hlow-up 
manifests itself a~ all aInplitude growth from head to L1i1 of the 
hunch train, Different remedies arc possihle in order to keep 
this growth small enough with respect to the single hunch 
emillance: 

1) Damped structures arc modified disk-loaded wave guides in 
which the power of the undesirahle wakefield modes is coupled 
out through radial slots in the disks or azimuthal waveguides, 
thus pennitting Ihe extemal quality factor Q of these modes to 
he lowered. lllis was slUdieJ in SLAC and KEK [15], as well 
as for the lower frequency designs like the SBLC. In the lCL 
cavilies (11.4 GJlz) the Q-values of Ihe firsl synchronous dipole 
modes have 10 he of Ihe order of 10 10 100 [Itil. so Ihal Ihe 
emittance growth is suppressed 10 within 10%, wilh cavily 
misalignmenls of 10 11m, For Ihe SBLC n Gllz), alignmenl 
lolerances arc ahoul RO 11m if mosl modes arc daInped to Q = 
2(X)O in comhinalion wilh mUlual detuning of dipole mooe 
frequencies [11], Recenl invesligalions for Ihe NLC and 
wakefield measuremenls wilh the lesl facililY ASSET of SLAC 
[17J reaclivaled the idea to also comhine deluning with such a 
mode attenuation Illfough wave guides running parallel 10 Ihe 
cavity cells and coupled 10 Ihem [IR]. In practice, Iimilalions 
may come from the low Q-values required, and Ihe large 
numher (al high frequency) of cells involved. 

2) Staggered tuning is a varialion in the cell dimensions 
resulting in a cell-Io-cell spread (a few per cenl) of the dipole 
moJe frequencies. These moJes arc splil into Nr frequency 
componenls, whose dislrihulion can he varied. The hesl one is a 
lruncated Ciaussian. giving slrong inilial roll-off of Ihe wakes, 
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and low recoherence within the length of the hunch train. 'Illis 
meth<x1 is considered for all linear colliders using more than 
one hunch (except TESLA again). Detailed studies [19) were 
made in particular for the NLC, and a single-particle wake 
function wa~ calculated for a mean dipole m<x1e frequency of -
15 Gllz and a fractional spread of - 10% per structure. Using 
four different structure types with interleaved frequencies and 
repeatedly cycled in the linac, leads to a greater suppression of 
the wakefield at longer distances [19) (Fig. 7). 1I0wever, at this 
level of attenuation, higher dipole hands hegin to contrihute 
significantly to the transverse wakes. To separate the critical 
hands and improve detuning. it has hecn proposed [201 to vary 
also the iris thickness from 1.67 to 2.45 mm (keeping constant 
the fundamental frequency) so that this extra contrihution 
remains within the residual effect of the first hand. These 
techniques are very complex and imply tight tolerances in the 
construction of the accelerating sections. The ASSET test hench 
[171 provides an elegant way of measuring the actual 
wakefields of prototypes of such sections. The first results [21) 
con finn the expected attenuation. hut do not fully corrohorate 
tlle preDicted recoherence. 

1()2 

(3: 10-1 

10 20 30 40 
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Fig. 7 [nvelnpe of wake function for four structure types in the NLC, 
with interleaved frequencies. 

~) Fast kickers can he used for the realignment of multiple 
hunches that arc scaltered hy the long range wakefields. l Ising 
fast kicker pairs. the kick amplitude imparted to each hunch of 
the train is adjusted to annul the measurement of a downstream 
BPM that is phase-shifted hy 90"- The NLC [<J] needs = ~()O 

Mllz kickers for hunch-hy-hunch correction. and posi,tion 
monitors with a precision of 0.5 11m at 500 CieY (i.e. G y /4. 
ohtained hy averaging over many pulses): the desired feedhack 
should react within seconds and requires several pairs of 
alignment stations (say ~ to 10). Simulations [22] show (picture 
unfortunately not availahle to the author) that with 10 kicker 
pairs (at 250 Mllz) and a cavity misalignment of 50 11m, the 
emittance smear is reduced to - 10 or 20% of the single hunch 
emittance (from an initial factor of 5). A similar scheme has 
heen tried for TESLA [12). Although in this case the total 
dilution is dominated hy single-hunCh eITects and hunch 
realignment is not indispcnsahle. the multi hunch scattering is 
nevertheless drastically reduced hy this technique with ~ 

stations and 50n 11m cavity misalignment (Fig. 8), which 
illustrates its potentiality. 
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Fig. R Multihunch emittance growth hefore and after (dotted) fast 
kicker correction in TESLA. 

Conclusions 

The existence of many methods of correction applying to 
static perturhations of a single hunch raises the cont1dence of 
preserving its transverse emiltances, with alignment tolerances 
hetween 10 and 100 11m. Nevertheless, high-resolution 
alignment (correction) systems. accurate position monitors, and 
several emittance measurement stations arc required. The 
control of ji tter effects is however more critical. and mostly 
relics on tight tolerances (of the order of \0 to ~O nm). In 
multihunch mode and with static conditions, means of 
correction exist in principle, hut their implementation appears to 
he difficult and technically complex. Research and development 
arc still needed in these areas to he convinced of the feasihility 
of the schemes proposed. 
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